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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL “RFP” NO.  PS20210017 

CONSULTING SERVICES FOR GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM PLANNING 

 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS NO. 1 

 
ISSUED ON: JUNE 4, 2021 

Q1 As stated in the RFP, a potential service delivery model may include externally 
delivered (i.e., contracted) services. Would CoV be open to the proponent 
engaging with the private sector to gather information? 

A1 Yes. 

Q2 Our baseline approach will have proposed meetings and workshops delivered using 
a virtual format due to COVID-19. However, given the recent publication of BC’s 
Restart Plan, does the City anticipate a return to an in-person environment during 
this initiative? 

A2 Yes, that is possible and can be included in your proposal. 

Q3 Is there a budget for this project? 

A3 We are not able to provide the budget. 

Q4 Can we get a copy of the draft GRI Asset Management Plan to see what asset 
/asset management information has already been determined? 

A4 The draft is not yet available, but some key findings to date include: 

- Approximately 252 assets as follows:  157 bioretention, 43 permeable 
pavement, 10 rainwater tree trenches, 42 subsurface infiltration 
trenches 

- 80% of assets were installed prior to GI branch inception (2017) and 
have backlog for maintenance 

- Condition assessments have only been performed on bioretention 
assets. 152 bioretention facilities were inspected in 2017-18. Of these, 
44% were identified to be in ‘Poor’ to ‘Very Poor’ condition and 53% 
were identified to be in ‘Fair’ condition.  

- Condition data of other asset classes being collected in 2021. Program 
currently underway and expected completion by end of 2021 Q3. 
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- 2021 pilot program for Operations & Maintenance underway 

- Core service objectives and additional service outcomes understood; 
work underway to develop levels of service and targets. 

Q5 Can we get a copy of the City’s draft Asset Management Policy to see what 
policies are already being proposed?  

A5 The draft is not available, but can be provided to the awarded proponent. 

Q6 When you refer to “centralized” in terms of service delivery models are you 
referring to centralized management of GRI (I.e. one Branch that oversees all 
aspects of GRI management) or are you referring to centralized GRI features (I.e. 
a few large features - in the same way that we talk about “centralized” 
wastewater treatment)? 

A6 Centralized management of GRI. 

Q7 In Stage 3 you reference utility rates that will be prepared by FP&A. Are you 
referring to the City’s sewer and water levies? 

A7 Yes, the levies for Sewer and Water along with the Utilities Development Cost 
Levy.  More details can be found at:  https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/budget-
document-consolidated.pdf. 

Q8 The proposed project schedule is fairly tight given the amount and type of work 
requested. Is there a particular deadline that needs to be met or should/can the 
proponent propose a schedule that may better meet the needs of the project? 

A8 The proponent can propose a schedule that may better meet the needs of the 
project.  A later completion date in 2022 is acceptable. 

Q9 Appendix 2 says “The length of response to Appendix 2 should be limited to 
twenty (20) pages in total.”  Is it ok to go over the limit by a few pages? 

Also, is the Sustainability section in Appendix 2 included in the page limit? 

A9 Yes, that is fine to go over the limit by a few pages.  The sustainability section 
is not included in the page limit. 

 
END OF Q&A No. 1 


